Class 10 – Class Presentations and Course Wrap-up

1. Homework due today
   a. HW #8 and HW #9
2. New homework assigned
   a. HW #10 – Due Wednesday, May 31, 7pm
3. Next week
   a. Class will not meet during finals week.

Class Activities

Tonight’s class will feature presentations from all students about the culture of where they plan to go for their international experience. Each presentation should be about 5 minutes long. The order of presentations will be reverse alphabetical by first name. That would mean the order would be:

1. Xander
2. Will
3. Nutt
4. Morgan
5. Marissa
6. Jennifer
7. Jaja
8. Harley
9. Folu
10. Darius
11. Clinton
12. Andrew

Students may change positions by mutual agreement.